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'Jerusalem', wrote Herman Melville after a visit there in 1860, 'is besieged by an army of the dead'. Today Jerusalem is at the core of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict and of the larger Arab-Israeli relationship. But it has been in the international diplomatic agenda for more than a century. Why is the question of Jerusalem so intractable? Why has it outclassed almost every other political dispute as a focus for collective violence and diplomatic wrangling? What are the elements that have entangled so many outside interests and powers? What are the prospects now for a resolution? Based on many years of research in archives throughout the world, written with insight, humanity and elegance, this book sheds startling new light on the policies, motives and objectives of all those involved in the struggle for the holy city.

Wasserstein shows how, throughout modern history, Jerusalem has been exploited for the ulterior purposes of many powers. The religious devotion of masses of Christians, Muslims and Jews throughout the world, he argues, has been manipulated for often squalid ends. Wasserstein contends that a long-term solution to the Jerusalem question must involve recognition of current social reality: a city that in almost every way is irrevocably divided. Against the background of renewed violence in and around Jerusalem, this book offers a timely and illuminating contribution towards the effort to achieve a negotiated settlement of a tragic conflict that, in one way or another, affects us all.
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